PRESENTS
SINGLED OUT: GEEK EDITION
Hosted by Tim Biasi and Lauren Clover
Based on the 90s dating show of the same name, we are giving geeky
singles a chance to meet someone special!
There will be two Player One’s (one male and one female) and who will be
looking for a Player Two- will it be you?
Player one will be seated with their back to the contestants, unable to see them.
The remaining contestants will then go through three rounds:
Round one: A basic question will be asked, which the contestants will have
chosen one of two answers prior. Those who answered “incorrectly” will have to
leave, by crossing Player One.
-Player one can choose to “save” someone, using a “golden controller” which will
save the person, only until round two.
Round two: The narrowed down contestants will be given a small task (whether
imitating a favorite character, or explaining a way through a situation, or
answering geeky trivia that relates to Player One’s fandom) that will leave it up to
Player One to decide if they will reach round 3.
Only 3 contestants will make it to round 3.
Round three: the three final contestants will be asked “either or” choice
questions, which, when answered correctly, will step them closer to Player One.
The first person to reach Player One is then introduced and they are given the
prize of a date night- dinner and a show by a restaurant (TBA) and South Shore
Theatre Experience.
To apply for a chance to be chosen as a PLAYER ONE, and/or to compete to
become a PLAYER TWO, you can email us at: SingledOutLI2017@gmail.com

Please submit a current picture of yourself along with the following:
Your Full Name:
Your Town:
Your Occupation: (if student, just write “student”)
And some of your likes/hobbies: let us know what you like and what you ARE
like.
Once we have received all submissions we will pick the Player One’s and inform

RULES:
- Open to Singles Age 22-35.
o You must be SINGLE. While we do not discriminate against open
relationships, many are submitting for a possibility of finding their
ONE, and polyamorous relationships can make people
uncomfortable. Again- we have nothing against it, it’s just not
appropriate for this event.
- While we do not discriminate against sexuality, for this event we will be
focusing on “straight” couples. If we get a high enough demand among the
crowd, we WILL open up and add more rounds for future events.
- Player One MUST use the prize with the winning Player Two- the prize goes
to the two of you- it’s only fair to give the person a chance.
- We are not responsible if a relationship doesn’t work out. We provide the
means to meet and the first date. The rest is on you.
- After the contest is done, we encourage the other singles to also meet with
each other. You may not have won the game, but you can still meet! Just
please wait until AFTER the contest to do so.
If you have any questions you can reach us at SingledOut2017@gmail.com.

